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Numerical simulation of the natural convection and entropy generation in an air-
filled cubical cavity with active lateral walls is performed in this work. Both the 
lateral front and right sidewalls are maintained at an isothermal cold temperature. 
While an isothermal hot temperature is applied for both the lateral back and left 
sidewalls. The upper and lower walls are kept adiabatic. Entropy generation rates 
due to the fluid friction and the heat transfer are simulated by using the Second 
law of thermodynamics. Results are illustrated for Rayleigh numbers varied from 
(103 ≤ Ra ≤ 106). It was shown that the increase in the Rayleigh number leads to 
increase the average Nusselt number and to decrease the Bejan number. Also, it 
was found that both, Sth, and Stot, increase slightly with the increase in Rayleigh 
number until they reach (Ra = 105) and then begin to jump after this value. After 
(Ra = 105), the increase in both, Stot, and Sfr, is greater than Sth. Moreover, it was 
observed that iso-surfaces of Stot are similar to Sth at (103 ≤ Ra ≤ 105), while they 
are similar to Sfr at high Rayleigh number.
Key words: natural convection, 3-D flow, entropy generation, active lateral walls

Introduction

Buoyancy driven flow or the natural convection phenomena in a cubical cavity has 
long been investigated because of its relevance to many practical industrial applications. These 
applications include solar collector receivers, aircraft cabin insulation, cooling of electronic 
equipment, nuclear reactor systems, atmospheric science applications, semi-conductor produc-
tion, double pane windows, thermal storage systems and so on [1]. 
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The natural convection was generated by density gradients, which are in most due to 
imposed external heat source [2]. In the available literature, various research works have been 
investigated both numerically and experimentally the natural convection in a 2-D cavities under 
different boundary conditions. Samples of these investigations include Aktas and Farouk [3], 
Hussain and Hussein [4], Corvaro et al. [5], Hussein et al. [6] and Maatki et al. [7]. 

From the another side, the number of papers related with the same problem but in a 
3-D cavities were still much less than the corresponding works performed in a 2-D one. Fusegi 
et al. [8] investigated numerically the natural convection in a cubical cavity. The vertical side-
walls of it were maintained at different temperatures. The other walls were kept insulated. It was 
found that the computed temperature and velocity profiles in the symmetry planes were greatly 
matched with the experimental investigations. Fusegi et al. [9] considered the same geometry 
and boundary conditions in Fusegi et al. [8] and they deduced that the Nusselt number for 3-D 
cavity was smaller than that for 2-D one at Ra < 105. Hiller et al. [10] performed a numerical 
and experimental study on the natural convection in a 3-D cavity with two isothermal walls 
maintained at a prescribed temperature. The experiments were performed at (Ra = 1.66∙105 and 
Pr = 1109). Frederick [11] performed a numerical study about the natural convection in a cubical 
cavity with two active sectors on one vertical wall. His results indicated that Nusselt numbers 
became more than that computed for a side heated cavity at low values of Rayleigh number. 
Frederick and Berbakow [12] numerically studied the natural convection in a cubical enclosure 
with a hot source centered on a vertical wall and with an adjacent, fully cooled vertical wall. 
They concluded that the heat transfer had a weak dependent on the Rayleigh number. While it 
was greatly affected by the hot source mounted on the vertical wall. Oosthuizen et al. [13] studied 
numerically the natural convection in a 3-D rectangular enclosure. A hot rectangular element was 
inserted on the centre of one vertical walls of the enclosure, while the horizontal top surface of 
it was cooled to a uniform temperature. All another surfaces were insulated. The results showed 
that as Rayleigh number decreased, the relative change in the average Nusselt number with de-
creasing dimensionless width of the plate increased. Lo and Leu [14] investigated numerically 
by using a velocity-vorticity formulation the natural convection in an inclined cubic cavity for 
various values of Rayleigh number and inclination angles. Bocu and Altac [15] examined nu-
merically the natural convection in 3-D rectangular enclosure, with pin arrays attached to its hot 
wall. The enclosure was heated from a lateral wall and cooled from the opposite one, while the 
other walls of it were adiabatic. The results explained that the Nusselt number ratio with respect 
to the enclosure without pins increased with pin length and its number. Onyango et al. [16] ex-
amined numerically by using a finite difference method, the natural convection in a 3-D square 
enclosure with a localized heating from below. The top and the two opposite vertical walls were 
maintained at a constant cold temperature. A heat source was fixed at the middle of the bottom 
wall. The other two vertical walls together with the non-heated part of the bottom wall were 
considered adiabatic. The results showed that the temperature was decreased as the fluid moved 
from the heat source towards the cold walls. Lee et al. [17] performed a numerical study of the 
natural convection in a differentially heated cubical enclosure filled with air. The right vertical 
sidewall was maintained at a hot temperature, while all another walls were kept cold. The flow 
and thermal characteristics of the natural convection were presented and discussed. Ahmadi [18] 
performed a numerical study about the laminar natural convection in a 3-D rectangular enclosure. 
The left and right vertical sidewalls were maintained at hot and cold temperatures respectively. 
The other walls were kept adiabatic. They investigated the effects of Rayleigh number, size and 
position of hot and cold sources on the flow and thermal characteristics inside the enclosure. It 
was found that the average Nusselt number together with the heat transfer rate from hot and cold 
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sources were increased with increasing Rayleigh number. Additional useful researches related 
with the subject can be found in [19-33].

From the literature survey, it can be seen that no research available up to date studies 
the natural convection phenomena and the entropy generation in an air-filled cubical cavity 
with active lateral walls. In summary, this is the first original work which studied this problem 
in more details.

Geometry description 

The 3-D natural convection problem inside an air filled 
(Pr = 0.71) cubical cavity is investigated numerically in the 
present paper. Both the lateral front and right sidewalls are main-
tained at cold temperature, Tc. An isothermal hot temperature, 
Th, is applied for both the lateral back and left sidewalls. The 
upper and lower walls are kept adiabatic as shown in fig. 1. The 
flow inside the considered cavity is assumed unsteady, incom-
pressible, laminar, 3-D and Newtonian. The thermo-physical 
properties of the fluid (except the density) are considered con-
stant. The thermal and the flow fields are computed for (103 ≤ Ra 
≤ 106) and the irreversibility coefficient is considered constant as 
( 410ϕ −= ). The latter represents the relative importance of the 
fluid friction and heat transfer on the entropy generation rate.

Mathematical model, initial and boundary conditions  
and the numerical solution

In order to begin the mathematical modeling of the present problem and to cancel the 
pressure term in a 3-D cavity, the vector potential-vorticity formula ( )ψ ω−   is adopted and is 
written: 

 ' 'Vω = ∇×
 

    and   ' 'V ψ= ∇×
 

  (1)

The dimensionless governing equations can be constructed [23]:

 2ω ψ− = ∇
   (2)

 ( ) ( ) Ra Pr ;0;T TV V
t z x
ω ω ω ω∂ ∂ ∂ + ∇ − ∇ = ∆ + − ∂ ∂ ∂ 



 

    (3)

 T V T T
t

∂
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where Pr /ν α=  and 3Ra g /Tlβ να= ∆
The velocity, 'V



, time, 't , vector potential, 'ψ , and vorticity, 'ω  are written in the di-
mensionless forms by /f lα , α , and 2/ fl α . 

The dimensionless temperature is written:
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram 
of the present problem
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The initial conditions for the present geometry are:

 T = 0,   0x y zV V V= = =    and   0x y zω ω ω= = =    at   t = 0

The boundary conditions are defined: 
 – Temperature: 

 T = 1   at   x = 0   and   z = 1,   T = 0   at   x = 1   and   z = 0,   0T
n

∂
=

∂
   at   y = 0   and   y = 1 

 – Vector potential:

 0x
y zx

ψ
ψ ψ

∂
= = =

∂
   at   0x =    and   1,   0y

x zy
ψ

ψ ψ
∂

= = =
∂

   at   0y =    and  1

 0z
x y z

ψψ ψ ∂
= = =

∂
   at   0z =   and   1

 – Velocity: 

 0x y zV V V= = =    on all cavity walls. 

 – Vorticity:

 0xω = ,   z
y

V
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ω ∂
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∂
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The dimensionless local generated entropy, sN , is expressed as [23]:

 

22 2 22 2

2 2 2
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s
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ϕ
    ∂   ∂ ∂∂ ∂ ∂           = + + + + + +         ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂              

 ∂ ∂   ∂ ∂∂ ∂   + + + + + +      ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂       
 (5)

with ϕ  is the irreversibility coefficient defined by 2 2 2
0 /T l k Tϕ µα= ∆ . 

The first part in eq. (5) refers to the local generated entropy due to the temperature 
gradients and noted as, Ns-th. The second part of it refers to the local generated entropy due to 
the fluid friction and noted as, Ns-fric. Furthermore, the total dimensionless generated entropy, 
Stot, is written:

 tot -th -fr th frd ( )ds s s
v v

S N v N N v S S= = + = +∫ ∫  (6)

The ratio of the thermal entropy to the total entropy is defined by the Bejan number:

 th

th fr
Be S

S S
=

+
 (7)
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The local and average Nusselt numbers are given:

 
hot _
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S

T
x

∂
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∂

   and   avNu Nu d
S

s= ∫  (8)

Numerical approach and code verification 

The solution of the governing eqs. (2)-(5) is performed numerically using the control 
volume technique. The alternating direction implicit scheme is used to discretize the temporal 
derivatives, while the central-difference approach is used to deal with the convection parts in 
the governing equations. The solution is considered fair when the following convergence crite-
rion is satisfied for each step of time: 

 
11,2,3

1 5
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−
− −

−
+ − ≤∑  (9)

In order to verify the accuracy of our computer program, the natural convection prob-
lems in a differentially heated cubical cavity which are studied previously by Wakashima and 
Saitoh [34] and Fusegi et al. [35] are re-solved again by our computer program. Table 1 shows 
a comparison between these results for various values of Rayleigh number. The results of the 
comparison indicate a very good matching between the results computed by our computer pro-
gram with their corresponding results given by Wakashima and Saitoh [34] and Fusegi et al. 
[35], respectively. This verification gives a good confidence in the present computer program to 
investigate with the current problem. 

Table 1. Comparison of present results with the 3-D results of  
[34] and [35] for differentially heated cubic closed space and Pr = 0.71

Ra Authors Vxmax(y) Vymax(x) Nuav

104
Present work 0.199(0.826) 0.221 (0.112) 2.062

[34] 0.198 (0.825) 0.222 (0.117) 2.062
[ 35] 0.201 (0.817) 0.225 (0.117) 2.1

105
Present work 0.143 (0.847) 0.245 (0.064) 4.378

[34] 0.147 (0.85) 0.246 (0.068) 4.366
[ 35] 0.147 (0.855) 0.247 (0.065) 4.361

106
Present work 0.0832(0.847) 0.254 (0.032) 8.618

[34] 0.0811 (0.86) 0.2583(0.032) 8.6097
[ 35] 0.0841(0.856) 0.259(0.033) 8.77

The average Nusselt number on the hot walls was selected as a sensitive parameter. 
Results of the grid sensitivity analysis are shown in tab. 2. The incremental increase in the per-
centage of Nuav for grids of 813 to 913 is only 0.143%. Hence, considering the computational 
economy and accuracy, a spatial mesh size of 813 and a time-step of 10–3 were opted for the 
present study. For all executions the solution is stored at t = 2. 

Results and discussion

The laminar 3-D natural convection and entropy generation in an air-filled cubical 
cavity with active lateral walls is simulated numerically in the present research. The effect of 
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Rayleigh number on the flow and thermal fields, 
heat transfer and entropy generation has been in-
vestigated. The results were illustrated by trajec-
tory of particles, iso-surfaces of temperature, av-
erage Nusselt number, iso-surfaces of the entropy 
generations and the Bejan number. Figure 2 shows 
the 3-D trajectory of particles for different values 
of Rayleigh number. According to the buoyancy 
force effect, the convection currents begin from the 

hot lateral back and left sidewalls until they reach to the adiabatic upper wall. After that, they 
reverse their direction and move towards the cold lateral front and right sidewalls. Then, they 
reach again to the hot walls after passing the adiabatic lower wall.

This repeated rotation of the convection currents lead to produce the convection vor-
tices which occupy the entire cavity as seen in fig. 2. For low Rayleigh number (Ra = 103) or 
when the effect of the buoyancy force which is due to the temperature difference inside the 
cavity is weak. The shapes of convection vortices are symmetrical and extend laterally between 
the hot and cold lateral walls. In this case, the natural convection role in the heat transfer pro-

Table 2. Grid sensitivity analysis 
for Pr = 0.7 and Ra = 105

Grid 
size Nuavg

Percentage 
increase

Incremental 
increase

613 4.8401 – –
713 4.9205 1.6611 –
813 4.9639 2.5431 0.8820
913 4.971 2.6861 0.1430

  
Ra = 103  Ra = 104  

  
Ra = 105  Ra = 106  

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 2. Particle trajectories for various Rayleigh number 
(for color image see journal web site)
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cess is slight, while the conduction is predominant. Now, as the Rayleigh number increases 
gradually, the intensity of the flow circulation begins to increase. In this case, the viscous forces 
become smaller than the buoyancy one. Therefore, a clear dissipation in the convection vortices 
towards all the cavity walls can be observed. For this reason, their shapes are greatly deformed 
as the Rayleigh number increases. When the natural convection becomes predominant or when 
(Ra = 106), the shape of vortices was highly deformed in comparison with their corresponding 
vortices which are seen at (Ra = 103). Moreover, it can be noticed from the results of fig. 2 that 
the flow circulation is stronger near the center of the cavity and slight at the lateral cold and hot 
walls due to non- slip boundary conditions.

From the other side, the effect of the Rayleigh number on the temperature field is ap-
parent from the iso-surfaces of temperature as illustrated in fig. 3. When the effect of the natural 
convection is weak or when the Rayleigh number is low (Ra = 103), the iso-surfaces of tempera-
ture are uniform, symmetrical, smooth and parallel to the cavity sidewalls. It can be observed 
from fig. 3, that iso-surfaces of temperature emanate from the lateral back and left sidewalls  
(i. e., hot walls) until they arrive to the cold lateral front and right sidewalls, indicating the path 
of the thermal field. Heat conduction is the dom-
inant mode of the heat transfer inside the cubical 
cavity. Now, when the natural convection effect 
becomes dominant or when the Rayleigh number 
increases gradually from Ra = 104 to Ra = 106, the 
iso-surfaces of temperature become wavy , curved 
and clustered to the lateral hot back and left side-
walls as illustrated from fig. 3. Moreover, it can 
be noticed a stagnant region from iso-surfaces of 
temperature at the upper part of the cubical lateral 
cavity and this region begins to decrease as the 
Rayleigh number increases.

Figure 4 illustrates the behavior of the av-
erage Nusselt number, Nuav, in the cubical lateral 
cavity for different values of the Rayleigh number. 
It can be seen that, when the Rayleigh number is 
low (Ra = 103), the values of Nuav is low also. This 
refers that the heat is transferred inside the lateral 
cavity by the conduction. After that, a clear in-
creasing in the values of the, Nuav, can be observed 
as the Rayleigh number increases. This increasing 
can be returned to the high effect of the natural 
convection. At (Ra = 106), the values of Nuav reach 
their maximum range which reflect the strong ef-
fect of the natural convection inside the cavity. 

Figure 5 displays iso-surfaces of the en-
tropy generations and the Bejan number in the 
cubical lateral cavity for different values of the 
Rayleigh number. For (103 ≤ Ra ≤ 105), the Sth 
iso-surfaces are symmetrical and distributed 
vertically near the lateral cavity walls. But, for  

Figure 3. Temperature contours for various 
values of Rayleigh number (for color image 
see journal web site)

  
  

  
  

Ra = 103 Ra = 104

Ra = 105 Ra = 106

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. Variation on Nuav vs. Ra
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(Ra = 106), it can be seen that Sth iso-surfaces extend also in the (x-z) plane due to the increase 
in the heat transfer losses with increasing of Rayleigh number.

This leads to increase the Sth. Furthermore, it can be observed that Sth iso-surfaces 
increase adjacent the lateral cavity walls due to the temperature difference. While, they absent 
at the adiabatic upper and lower walls. Moreover, it can be observed from fig. 5, that there is a 
space region in the center of the cavity. This is because of the stagnant or low velocity of the 
fluid. With respect to the iso-surfaces of Sfr, it can be seen that they are concentrated intensely 
adjacent the cavity walls. This is due to the high effect of the friction between the fluid inside the 
cavity and its walls. For iso-surfaces of Stot, it is interesting to see that their behavior is similar to 
that seen for Sth at (103 ≤ Ra ≤ 105). This refers to the dominance of Sth or in another words the 
domination of the irreversibility due to the heat transfer at this range of Rayleigh number. But, 
at (Ra = 106), the iso-surfaces of Stot try to be similar to Sfr. This behavior can be returned to the 
dominance of the irreversibility due to the fluid friction at high Rayleigh number. 

Figure 5 illustrates iso-surfaces of the Bejan number for various values of the 
Rayleigh number. The Bejan number is a dimensionless number which is used to measure 
the relative magnitude of the heat transfer and fluid friction irreversibilities. High values of 
Bejan number indicate the dominance of thermal generated entropy and low values indicate 
the frictional one. When the Rayleigh number is low (Ra = 103), the iso-surfaces of the 
Bejan number have a high intense and distribute uniformly on the lateral walls of the cavity. 

Figure 5. Iso-surfaces of the entropy generations and Bejan number in the cubical lateral 
cavity for different values of Rayleigh number  (for color image see journal web site)
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As Rayleigh number increases, they begin to move towards the center of the cavity. At (Ra 
= 106), the intensity of the Bejan number iso-surfaces around the lateral walls of the cavity 
begin to decrease in comparison with their corresponding iso-surfaces which are observed 
when the Rayleigh number is low.

Figure 6 demonstrates the variation of various entropies generation, Sth, Sfr, and, Stot, 
in the cubical lateral cavity for different values of the Rayleigh number. It can be observed 
that the entropy generation rate due to the fluid friction, Sfr, remains approximately constant 
as the Rayleigh number increases up to (Ra = 105). After that, it increases strongly with the 
increase in the Rayleigh number. From the opposite side, both the entropy generation due to 
the heat transfer, Sth, and the total entropy generation, Stot, increase slightly with the increase in 
the Rayleigh number until they reach (Ra = 105) and then begin to jump after this value. This 
jumping is strong for, Stot, and slight for Sth. The behavior noticed at (103 ≤ Ra ≤ 105) can be re-
turned to the high increase in the heat transfer losses and weak increase in the friction between 
the fluid inside the cavity and its different walls. After (Ra = 105), the increase in both, Stot and 
Sfr, is greater than Sth which indicates a reduction in the heat transfer losses. For this reason, the 
peak value of the total entropy generation, Stot, and entropy generation due to friction, Sfr, occurs 
at the maximum value of Rayleigh number (i. e., Ra = 106).

Finally, fig. 7 illustrates the behavior of the Bejan number for different values of the 
Rayleigh number. The results display that as the Rayleigh number increases, the values of the 
Bejan number begin to decrease. Since, for high values of Rayleigh number the increase in, 
Stot, is much higher than the increase in, Sth, as explained previously in fig. 6. This leads of 
course to decrease the values of the Bejan number. Furthermore, an interesting behavior can 
be observed in fig. 7, where there is a linear variation between the Bejan and Rayleigh num-
bers for low range of Rayleigh number. Therefore, it can be concluded that for low values of 
Rayleigh number most of the total entropy generation Stot is due to the heat transfer losses or 
Sth or in another words, the friction losses or Sfr are very weak. This leads to make the values of 
the Bejan number approximately unity for low range of Rayleigh number as displayed in fig. 7.
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Figure 6. Variations of various entropies 
generation in the cubical lateral cavity for 
different values of Rayleigh number

Figure 7. Variation of Bejan number in the 
cubical lateral cavity for different values of 
Rayleigh number

Conclusion

In this paper, natural convection and entropy generation in 3-D cavity having active 
lateral wall is investigated numerically using the finite volume method. The following conclu-
sions can be highlighted from the results of the present work.
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 y The shape of the flow vortices greatly affected by the variation of Rayleigh number. 
 y Iso-surfaces of temperature are uniform, smooth and parallel to the cavity sidewalls when 

Rayleigh number is low. As Rayleigh number increases, they become wavy, curved and 
clustered to the lateral back and left sidewalls.

 y The values of the average Nusselt number increase as the Rayleigh number increases.
 y Entropy generation due to fluid friction, Sfr, remains approximately constant as Rayleigh 

number increases up to Ra = 105. After that, it increases strongly with the increase in 
Rayleigh number.

 y Both the entropy generation due to heat transfer, Sth, and total entropy generation, Stot, in-
crease slightly with the increase in Rayleigh number until they reach Ra = 105 and then begin 
to jump after this value. After Ra = 105, the increase in both, Stot and Sfr, is greater than Sth.

 y Bejan number increases as the Rayleigh number decreases.
 y Iso-surfaces of Sth are symmetrical and distributed vertically near the lateral cavity walls for 

(103 ≤ Ra ≤ 105). But, for (Ra = 106), they try to extend also in the (x-z) plane. 
 y Iso-surfaces of Sfr are high adjacent the cavity walls. 
 y Iso-surfaces of Stot are similar to Sth at (103 ≤ Ra ≤ 105), while they are similar to Sfr at high 

Rayleigh number.
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Nomenclature
Be – Bejan number, [–]
g – acceleration due to gravity, [ms–2]
k – thermal conductivity, [Wm–1K–1]
l – cavity width and height, [m]
Ns – dimensionless local generated entropy
Nu – Nusselt number, [–]
Pr – Prandtl number, [–]
q  – heat flux vector, [Wm–2]
Ra – Rayleigh number, [–]

genS′  – generated entropy per unit volume, 
[Wm–3K–1]

Sth – thermal entropy, [Wm–3K–1]
Stot – total entropy, [Wm–3K–1]
t – dimensionless time, ( 2' /t lα= ), [–]
T – dimensionless temperature, [=

c c( )/( )]hT T T T′ ′ ′ ′− − , [–]
ΔT – dimensionless temperature difference, [–]

cT ′ – cold temperature, [K]
hT ′  – hot temperature, [K]

To – average temperature, [= c h( )/2T T′ ′+ ], [K] 
V


 – dimensionless velocity  
vector, (= /V l α′



), [–]
x, y, z – dimensionless Cartesian  

co-ordinates, (= /x l′ , /y l′ , /z l′ ), [–]

Greek symbols

α – thermal diffusivity, [m2s–1]
β – thermal expansion coefficient, [K–1]
μ – dynamic viscosity, [kgm–1s–1]
ν – kinematic viscosity, [m2s–1]
φ – irreversibility coefficient
ψ – dimensionless vector  

potential, (= /ψ α′ ), [–]
ω  – dimensionless vorticity, (= 2/lω α′ ), [–]
φ′ – dissipation function

Subscripts

av – average
c – cold
h – hot
x, y, z – Cartesian co-ordinates
fr – friction
th – thermal
tot – total

Superscript

' – dimensional variable
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